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My Alberta Home
Katherine Govier
I am in front of the MacDonald Hotel on Jasper Avenue in Edmonton. It is
November. At four o’clock in the afternoon daylight is gone. An icy, transparent curlicue of wind attacks my ankles, raising a thin layer of snow
from the pavement. The whole earth whitens. Home. I know the place. But
I’ve been gone a long time. And the place doesn’t know me.
I’ve stood on this corner hundreds of times. Every Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday, after ballet class, I waited for the Number 1 bus to take me
down 101st Street Hill, across the toe-tickling metal struts of the Low Level
This chapter not available
Bridge and up the hill to Garneau. I stamp my feet: can I force recognition
into this recalcitrant, frozen
of earth?
There is no signal, no spark of
forbitOpen
Access
love for the returning native.
Earlier that afternoon I had taken the “Redway”—a covered pedestrian walk—through downtown. I recognized it all and I didn’t recognize
a thing. Some worm had been at work, the worm of franchising, of homogenization, of forgetfulness. As I walked, one story above the ground, I
felt inordinate sadness, even grief. Why are we so separated from the past?
The city as I knew it is erased, plastered over, driven down under a new
layer of settlement. Where will my memories go? Where will anyone’s?
Even the Bay, the Hudson’s Bay Company, whose fort this was over two
hundred years ago, is gone from Jasper Avenue. Surrendered once along
with Rupert’s Land, surrendered again to The Gap. We bought lavender
at Christmas here; we sat in the basement “Town Square” with the ersatz
English village painted on its walls. There was a proverb on the menu: Man
Cannot Live by Bread Alone. I thought then it was an admonition to try
the soup or the meatloaf. I’m much wiser now.
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